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Chapter 274 break up
Feng Pingping was thinking about it, she was now able to squeeze as much oil and water out of this Xu Qingqing, she had to
try to squeeze as much oil and water as possible, otherwise after such a village, there would definitely be no such shop.
However, when she heard this ha offer, Xu Qingqing looked hesitant.
"Ten thousand yuan? That much, can it be less?"
Feng Pingping looked at the hesitant Xu Qingqing and was a little impatient: "What's wrong with you? Oh, they gave you
50,000, I worked so hard to raise it to 80,000, and you can't even turn around and give me a little labour fee? So I'm
helping you for nothing? Are you ashamed? Have you been eating too much free lunch?"
Xu Qingqing's face turned scarlet as she was scolded, this was already humiliating enough, now she was scolded like this,
even if she had a thick skin, she would still feel uncomfortable.
"Then can it be less?" Xu Qingqing begged, "The reason I want 80,000 is that I really have no choice, my father's surgery
fee is so much short of six, I'll give you 10,000 by then, but where am I going to get this 10,000 yuan? Our family really
has no way out!"
When Feng Pingping heard this, she was a little blocked, but still had no intention of backing down.
She gave Xu Qingqing a blank look and said coldly, "Then I don't care, you can do it yourself anyway, if you don't agree,

then I can only tell people to forget about this matter, and later on, not to mention the 10,000 less, I guess that 70,000 you
will also have to drown."
Feng Pingping was purely threatening, but she knew beyond doubt that her threat would work.
Xu Qingqing hesitated for a long time and finally could only sigh: "Okay then, I'll give you 10,000! But but only 10,000,
I really can't ask for more!"
Feng Pingping finally showed a smile and said, "Hey, don't worry, I know it's not easy for you, this is your father's

life-saving money, how could I be so insensitive as to ask you for more? In fact, I'm just trying to find a balance, you don't
even know how they scolded me just now"
Feng Pingping's lies finally calmed Xu Qingqing down.
She then looked at the time and said, "Let's do it this way, you can clean up later, take out your best clothes, and draw a

better-looking strong, I'll take you to get your hair done later, then I'll communicate with Brother Qiang about the time, and
we'll go there."

Xu Qingqing smiled and just nodded woodenly, her mind was blank as she leaned alone on the edge of the bed, seemingly
thinking about something.
Feng Pingping wandered around the dormitory, not knowing what she was doing, and left in a hurry once again.
Just then, Xu Qingqing's mobile phone rang and she was shocked to find that it was her boyfriend in name only.
This boyfriend she had been talking to for half a year, at first he was very good to her, but after several attempts to open up
with her, the other party's attitude gradually cooled down, and even Xu Qingqing caught her boyfriend in a dilemma of
opening a room with someone else.
The relationship is now dead in name, but the other party still lets Xu Qingqing financially support him from time to time, so
that they can maintain it until today.
Xu Qingqing sighed and picked up the phone, and her boyfriend's impatient voice came over the line: "Xu Qingqing, are you
f*cking dead? Answer the phone!"
Xu Qingqing was not angry or happy, she just asked, "What's wrong?"
The other party said, "Hurry up, transfer two hundred yuan to me by WeChat, I need to go out for a meal."
"I don't have any money." Xu Qingqing said indifferently, "My father is hospitalized and now needs a large amount of money
for surgery, I won't give you any more money."
The other party heard this, instantly irritated, cursed: "F*ck you, your father's death has nothing to do with me, I'm telling you,
hurry up and transfer me money, if you don't have money, go borrow, you have half an hour, transfer the money immediately,
or break up."
The other party's words were so decisive that there was not the slightest hesitation.
These words finally set fire to the anger in Xu Qingqing's heart.
She breathed heavily and said into the microphone, "Then get lost, I've wanted to break up for a long time, and I have
something to say to you: f*ck you."
This was the first time Xu Qingqing cursed at the other party, but before she could say a whole sentence, the other party hung
up the phone, not forgetting to curse: "Damn poor bastard, your father deserved to die."
Xu Qingqing stared at the phone, her heart full of mixed feelings, very uncomfortable, very much wanting to vent out, but as
if there was nowhere to do so.
Once again, she hid her face and wept bitterly, weeping profusely and heartbreakingly.
On the other hand, the concert lasted until the afternoon and ended.

Xue Yu Ning was really excited this day.
Not only did she get to see her idol so close, she even heard Jiang Hao say that she would have the chance to take a photo with
her idol if she wanted to.
Of course Xue Yuning wanted to, it was something she had dreamed of since she was a child, and Xue Yuning also aspired to
one day become a top star in the limelight, just like Huo Yun.
The two of them came out of the stadium and were going to leave when Jiang Hao looked at the time and suggested, "Let's go
eat, I've heard from Sister Ye that there's a good restaurant around here."

Xue Yuning smiled and nodded, and suddenly thought, "Right Jiang Hao, I want to call Xiao Qing as well, she's my best
friend now, I already feel a bit uncomfortable not bringing her along to this concert."
Chapter 275 - What's wrong with you?
Jiang Hao nodded, in the past he had heard Xue Yuning recite about this Xiao Qing, he only knew that usually in the dormitory,
she took care of Xue Yuning, but he hadn't formally met her.
"Good, you should call and make an appointment with her soon, I'll call too and go and reserve a place." Jiang Hao said.
Xue Yuning nodded and hurriedly took out her phone to call Xu Qingqing.
The phone rang for half a day before Xu Qingqing on the other end picked it up listlessly.
She probably didn't even look at the number and thought it was her boyfriend, so she said in a bad mood, "Why are you still
calling? Didn't I tell you that I won't give you any more money from now on? And I need the money now."

"Xiao Qing, what are you talking about?" Xue Yu Ning didn't wait for Xu Qing Qing to finish her sentence before she
hurriedly interjected, "It's Yu Ning, what's wrong with you?"

Although Xue Yu Ning didn't hear too clearly what Xu Qingqing was saying, she could also sense from the tone of her voice
that Xu Qingqing seemed to be very uncomfortable and in a bad mood.
Xu Qingqing froze for a moment, and only after a good half a day had passed did she force out a burst of laughter, "Oh, Yu
Ning, I'm sorry, I didn't look at the number and recognized the wrong person. What, did the concert look good?"

Xue Yuning replied with a smile, "Of course it was good, it's been my dream for many years, hey what are you doing? Come
out for dinner, Jiang Hao said he wants to treat you."
Xu Qingqing smiled heartily, looked at her messy bed and shook her head, "Forget it Yu Ning, next time, I know it's not easy
for you and Jiang Hao, it's better to save it, hey money, sometimes it's a good thing"
Xu Qingqing's last sentence was purely subconscious, as she had mixed feelings in her heart.

She sometimes wondered if she had a few million, wouldn't she be in such a mess?
"What did you say, Xiao Qing?" Xue Yuning trailed off in confusion, "What's wrong with you? Why do I feel like you're
acting weird? Xiao Qing, is something wrong with you? We are all good sisters, you mustn't be a stranger to me!"

Xue Yu Ning was a little worried, she did feel that Xu Qingqing was different today, her tone of voice was low and she was
always saying strange things.
"I'm fine, it's really fine Yu Ning, don't worry." Xu Qingqing said, "You and Jiang Hao have a good time, let's all go out for
dinner together again sometime later, when I have money, I'll treat you guys."
Xu Qingqing didn't wait for Xue Yuning's reply, so she hung up the phone in a hurry.
Xue Yu Ning felt even more puzzled.
She put away the phone and glanced at Jiang Hao, her brows knitted into a pile.
"What's wrong Yu Ning?" Jiang Hao saw this expression on Xue Yuning's face and couldn't help but ask curiously.
Xue Yuning pondered for a moment, shook her head silently and mumbled, "Jiang Hao, why do I feel that Xiao Qing is strange?
I feel like something is going to happen to her! Shouldn't we eat some other time, I want to go back and have a look."
Although Jiang Hao felt a bit bummed out, he understood that Xue Yuning had something on her mind right now, so even if
we all went to dinner, we probably wouldn't be happy with this meal.
"Alright then, I'm going to call a car."
Jiang Hao turned around and walked away, only coming over after a good half day to wave his hand at Xue Yuning, signalling
that she had already called a taxi.
The two of them got into the car and headed straight for the school.
After about half an hour or so, the two arrived at the school.
Xue Yuning asked Jiang Hao to wait for her downstairs in her dormitory, while she prepared to go upstairs to see Xu
Qingqing.
But at this time, Xue Yuning suddenly found that Xu Qingqing had come out of the dormitory building.
But at this time, Xu Qingqing had a haggard face and was carrying a big bag in her hand. Through the transparent plastic bag,
Xu Qingqing could see that there was still blood inside the bag.
Xue Yu Ning instantly got nervous and hurriedly ran over.
"Xiao Qing, what's wrong with you?"

Xu Qingqing looked up and found that it was surprisingly Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning, so she couldn't help but stare, "Weren't
you guys going to dinner? Why are you back?"

"Aiya, you're like that, how can I have any intention to go to dinner!" Xue Yu Ning looked Xu Qingqing up and down and

became nervous, "Xiao Qing, why do you have bruises on your body? What's wrong with this? And your face, why is it so
red? It's also a bit swollen"
Xue Yu Ning knew at a glance that Xu Qingqing had just been beaten, and there was still blood on top of the torn and messy
bed sheet in the rubbish bag in her hand.
The first thing that happened to her was that her heart hung in the air.
"What the hell is wrong, were you beaten up!" Xue Yu Ning asked incomparably nervous and distressed, "or"
Xue Yu Ning's mind suddenly flashed with some other thoughts, suddenly felt a chill on her back, thinking that it was difficult
to really
No, no, no, it can't be, it's broad daylight and this is a girls' dormitory, it's unlikely.
But what was wrong with Xu Qingqing?
Xue Yu Ning was so anxious that she was about to cry.
When Xu Qingqing saw Xue Yuning's tears welling up, she seemed to be unable to hold back a bit herself and rushed to wipe
Xue Yuning's tears, but let Xue Yuning see the wound on her hand again.
Chapter 276 - You're still a bit young
Xue Yuning looked at Xu Qingqing who was covered in wounds, and her heart ached beyond measure.
But Xu Qingqing acted as if she didn't care too much about this, she just wiped away Xue Yuning's tears, and then smiled
lightly, "I'm really fine, I just fell down the stairs from nothing, it's all superficial injuries, it's nothing, don't worry about
me."
"No, I don't believe it, you must have been beaten here!" Xue Yu Ning said unrelentingly, "Tell me, I will definitely help you
get justice!"

Xue Yuning's face was so serious that Xu Qingqing almost believed it.
But she knew Xue Yuning's strength, she usually needed her own protection, so how could she possibly have the ability to
stand up for herself?
However, she also knew very well that Xue Yuning's words were not a perfunctory lie, she never lied.

She never lied, but her feelings were already appreciated.
Xu Qingqing smiled: "Silly girl, I'm really fine, look at you, it's hard for me to feel this way"
In fact, the moment she saw Xue Yu Ning, Xu Qingqing almost burst into tears.
She was supposed to go out for dinner with her boyfriend, but she didn't worry about herself and hurried all the way back.
Xu Qingqing knew very well that in this huge Chujiang University, only Xue Yuning could be so attentive to herself.
After what happened before, Xu Qingqing felt that her heart was going to be cold.
But now that she saw Xue Yu Ning, she couldn't help but feel a touch of warmth again, and she couldn't help but pour out the
aggression in her stomach, and her tears were welling up in her eyes.
Seeing this, Xue Yuning felt that something had happened to Xu Qingqing, so she cried even more and went up and hugged
Xu Qingqing.
Jiang Hao, who was looking on, was also a bit distressed and silently put his head to the side.
After crying for a while, the two of them finally got their emotions under control, and only then did Xue Yuning ask, "Xiao
Qing, tell me what happened."

Xue Yu Ning looked at Jiang Hao who was on the side and added, "Are you short of money? If it's a matter of money, don't
worry, no matter how much it is, I can raise it quickly."

Jiang Hao also nodded and echoed, "Yes, if it's really a matter of money, you could have just said to us, how many metres and
just say a number."

Jiang Hao was of course clear that Xue Yu Ning wanted to help her good friend from the bottom of her heart.
At a moment like this, of course he had to come forward himself.
It was just that even though the duo had said this, Xu Qingqing still shook her head slightly, "No, it's really not, there's
nothing wrong with me, don't worry guys."
Xu Qingqing smiled reluctantly, of course she knew clearly that Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning were a pair of bitter lovebirds both
of whom were poor.
Even if they said such tough words, but in the end, if they really asked them, where could they get the money?
They would only be adding to their troubles, so instead of doing so, it would be better not to say anything at all, saving Xue
Yu Ning from worrying too much.
As for the matter of going to Liu Qiang, Xu Qingqing would never tell Xue Yuning.

The first reason is to take care of her own face, if Xue Yu Ning knows that she went to do that kind of thing, she will probably
look down on herself from now on, and she will not be able to hold up her head in front of Xue Yu Ning in the future.
Xue Yu Ning could naturally see that Xu Qingqing was just being perfunctory in all of this.
But just as she was about to continue to ask questions, Feng Pingping yes suddenly walked over from the side.
"Yoo-hoo, you've come back quite quickly!" Feng Pingping blankly looked at Jiang Hao and Xue Yuning, with a face of

contempt, "Hmph, don't worry, today's matter, we are not finished, you guys remember, although I don't know how you
bribed that security chief as well, but I don't f*cking believe it, I will report this matter to their boss, see what you have to say
then! "
Feng Pingping was furious, she had made a complete and utter enemy of Xue Yuning for what happened today.
You don't need to be happy, just watch, sooner or later I can make you all kneel at my feet and admit your mistakes!
Jiang Hao looked at the other party with disdain, couldn't help but sneer and snickered, "Oh, then you can go quickly, don't
say that I bought off his men when people Gao Shun gets off work later, you see how he will react in the end?"
Jiang Hao snorted, thinking that this Feng Pingping was simply a two hundred and five, she had better be able to go to Gao
Shun, so she could be cleaned up again.
With herself, don't you think she's still a bit young?
Jiang Hao's unrepentant look really pissed Feng Pingping off.
She pointed viciously at Jiang Hao and said, "Wait and see, we'll see, you poor bastard, I'll put my words here today, if I
don't let you pay for your words and actions today, I'll write the word Feng backwards!"
"Hmph, you guys are only capable of paying lip service, but what can you do?" Feng Pingping sneered and came up to Xue
Yuning and Jiang Hao's side, whispering, "You don't know yet, I sold three tickets and sold more than 80,000

